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INS VIKAS ACTIVITIES 2023-24 

 

Inter-ship Rangoli Making Competition 

Date:August 12, 2023 

Objective: 

To provide a platform for participants to express their creativity, showcase traditional artistry, and 

celebrate cultural heritage through the vibrant and intricate medium of rangoli. Additionally, the event 

sought to foster a spirit of community and festivity among the participants and the audience. 

Description: 

An inter-ship Rangoli Making competition held at St. Bede’s College, Shimla, was a vibrant and 

visually captivating event. It brought together participants from various backgrounds, including Riya 

Verma and Smriti from INS Vikas, both pursuing BA English Hons in their 2nd year. The competition 

featured participants creating beautiful rangoli designs that reflected the theme "Meri Mati MeraDesh," 

showcasing a blend of artistic skills and a deep connection to the cultural roots of the nation. The 

atmosphere was charged with creativity, fostering an environment that celebrated both individual 

expression and collective cultural identity. 

Outcomes: 

Among the talented participants, Riya Verma and Smriti from INS Vikas secured the 3rd position in 

the competition. Their rangoli creations stood out for their artistic finesse and alignment with the 

theme. Their achievement not only recognized their individual talent but also added to the overall 

success of the event. The outcomes reflected the success of the competition in achieving its objectives 

by encouraging artistic expression, celebrating cultural diversity, and fostering a sense of national 

pride among the participants. 
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Inter-ship Essay Writing Competition 

Date: September 13, 2023 

Objective: 
To promoteanunderstanding ofthe significance of Hindi language as a crucial component of our cultural 

identityand to instill an appreciation for the values of peace and harmony as essential contributors to the nation's 

development. 

Description: 

An Inter-ship Essay Writing Competition, was organized by the Department of Hindi, St.Bede’s College on 

September 13, 2023.The essay competition provided a platform for students to articulate their thoughts on the 

importance of peace and harmony for the progress of the nation, using the medium of the Hindi language. Riya 

Sharma (BA Pass Course 2nd Year) from INS VIKAS emerged as the winner, securing the first position in the 

competition. Her essay demonstrated a deep understanding of the theme, coupled with a skillful command of the 

Hindi language. 

Riya's essay not only addressed the central theme but also exhibited a nuanced exploration of the 

interconnectedness between peace, harmony, and the overall development of the country. The competition 

showcased participants' ability to express complex ideas in a clear and eloquent manner, fostering a deeper 

connection with the Hindi language. 

Outcomes: 

The Inter-ship Essay Writing Competition on Hindi Diwas yielded positive outcome by achieving its intended 

goals. It succeeded in fostering an appreciation for the mother tongue and promoting reflection on the vital role 

of peace and harmony in national development. Riya Sharma's winning essay exemplified the depth of thought 

and linguistic prowess that the competition aimed to encourage. 
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Inter-Ship Debate Competition 

Date:September 27, 2023 

Objective: 
To encouragestudents to participate in intellectual discourse, fostering problem-solving skills, innovative 
thinking, and the ability to synthesize complex information. 

 

Description: 

An Inter-ship Debate Competition was organized by the Debatesand Dramatics Cell of St. Bede’s College on 

September 27, 2023.  Debate competition showcased the prowess of participants in articulating their 
perspectives on the given theme, "RIGHT TO DISSENT: Representation in Contemporary Cinema." Students 

from INS VIKAS, including Shreya Mishra (BA English Hons. 2nd Year) and Saizal (BA Pass Course 1st 

Year), demonstrated a deep understanding of the topic. Their presentations were characterized by clear, logical, 
and coherent arguments, reflecting a high level of preparation. 

Shreya Mishra and Saizal from INS VIKAS played pivotal roles in securing the first position for their ship. 
Their collaborative efforts contributed significantly to the success of INS VIKAS in the competition. 

Additionally, Saizal was recognized as the best speaker. 

 

Outcomes: 
The Inter-Ship Debate Competition yielded positive outcomes by fostering an environment conducive to 

intellectual engagement. Participants honed their public speaking skills, critical thinking abilities, and the 
capacity to express complex ideas effectively. The competition also encouraged teamwork. 
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Inter-Ship Debate Competition (September 27, 2023) 
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Inter – Ship Book Review Competition 

Date:October 4, 2023 

Objective: 
To evaluatethe content, themes, and style ofthe chosen books and to foster a deeper understanding and 

appreciation for literature. 
 

Description: 
An Inter-ship Book Review Competition, was conducted on October 04, 2023, by the Book Club Society.The 
aim of this event was to provide students with a platform to express their passion for literature and to cultivate 

critical thinking and analytical skills.The event featured participants from INS VIKAS, with three students 

representing different academic disciplines. Saizal from BA Pass Course 1st Year, Angelina Noor from Biotech 
Hons 1st Year, and Shubhangi Chopra from Psychology Honours 3rd Year, showcased their love for literature 

by selecting diverse books of their choice. 

The competition emphasized individual freedom in book selection, allowing participants to immerse themselves 

in the chosen storyline, characters, and themes. Each student demonstrated a high level of dedication and 
diligence in reading their respective books, reflecting a genuine commitment to the competition. 

Participants engaged in insightful discussions, evaluating their chosen books with precision and articulation. 
The competition not only provided a platform for literary expression but also promoted a sense of healthy 
competition and camaraderie among the students. 

 

Outcomes: 

The Inter-Ship Book Review Competition yielded commendable outcomes. The students' performances 
showcased their ability to analyze and critically assess literary works. The competition succeeded in enhancing 
participants' analytical and evaluative skills, contributing to their overall intellectual development. 
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Inter-Ship Essay Writing and Photography Competition  

Date: October 11, 2023 

Objective: 
The objective of photography and essay writing competition is to encourage participants to express their 

perspectives, creativity, and storytelling skills. Through photography, participants capture visual narratives, 
while essay writing allows them to articulate thoughts and ideas. This competition aims to foster artistic 

expression, promote critical thinking, and celebrate diverse voices, creating a platform for individuals to share 

their unique stories and perspectives. 
 

Description: 
An Inter-Ship Essay Writing and Photography Competition was organized by the Women Cell of St. Bede’s 
College on October 11, 2023. The competition showcased the prowess of participants in articulating their 

perspectives on the given theme, “STRONG GIRL STRONG WORLD Students from INS VIKAS, including  

Arushi Kaushil (BA 1st Year) 
Riya Sharma (BA 2nd Year) participated in the Essay Writing Competition whereas  

Shefali (BA 2nd Year Economics Honours) Diksha (BA 2nd Year Economics Hons ) demonstrated a deep 

understanding of the topic through their pieces of art. 

Riya Sharma bagged the 2nd position in the Essay Writing Competition and all the other participants performed 
exceptionally well. 

 

Outcomes: 
The Inter-Ship Essay Writing and Photography Competition yielded positive outcomes by showcasing their 

piece of work on the given topic. The competition also encouraged teamwork and cinematic skills. 
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Inter – Ship Poetry Writing Competition 

Date:October 12, 2023 

Objective: 
The primary objective of this event was to provide a creative space for individuals to articulate their thoughts, 
emotions, and experiences through the medium of poetry. Centered around the theme "Celebrating differences, 

cultivating unity" (मतभेद ोंकाजश्नमनाना, एकताविकवितकरना) and the topic "Promoting equality and inclusivity" 

(िमानताऔरिमािेविताक बढािादेना), the competition aimed to inspire students to reflect on these crucial 

societal values. 

Description: 
On October 12, 2023the Poetry Society organized an inter-ship poetry writing competition. The event was 

organized in light of India's presidency in G20, under Y20, marking a significant occasion for fostering global 

dialogue. The participants from INS VIKAS, Yuvika Saini (B. Com 1st Year) and Riya Sharma (BA Pass 
Course 2nd Year), presented their poetic creations in English and Hindi, respectively. Yuvika's poem, "Set Me 

Free," and Riya Sharma's Hindi composition, "वभन्नतामेंएकता," were both eloquent expressions that delved into 

the theme of celebrating diversity and fostering unity. 

Outcome: 
The participants exhibited remarkable talent, using poetry as a powerful tool to convey their perspectives on 

equality and inclusivity. Yuvika and Riya's poems not only showcased linguistic prowess but also conveyed a 

deep understanding of the theme. The event successfully achieved its objective of providing a platform for 
students to express their thoughts on important societal issues through the art of poetry. 

In conclusion, the Inter-ship Poetry Writing Competition at INS VIKAS was a testament to the power of words 

in advocating for positive social change. The event contributed to a vibrant and inclusive literary atmosphere, 
fostering a sense of appreciation for diversity and unity among the participants and the audience alike. 
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Inter – Ship Poetry Writing Competition (October 12, 2023) 
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Inter-Ship Singing Competition 

Date:November 18, 2023  

Objective: 
To provide a platform forstudents to showcase their singing talent. The competition had the overarching 

objective of encouraging participants to express their creativity, stage presence, and performance skills through 

solo and duet performances. 

Description: 

An Inter-Ship Singing Competition, organized by the Music Club of St.Bede’s college on November 18, 

2023.The program featured solo and duet performances in both Indian classical/Hindi and Western categories. 

Nandini Chauhan and Abhiramy Biju (Geography Honours 3rd years) secured the first position in Indian Duet, 

while Shefali Rapta (BCom 2nd year) and Shambhavi Sharma (English Honours 2nd year) achieved the second 

position in Western Duet. Tanvi Hetta (English Hons 1st year) participated in the Indian solo category. 

The participants exhibited remarkable vocal talent, creativity, and stage presence during their performances. The 

competition provided a diverse musical showcase, ranging from Indian classical to Western genres, highlighting 

the varied interests and skills of the participating students. 

 

Outcomes: 

The Inter-Ship Singing Competition successfully achieved its objectives by fostering a vibrant musical 

atmosphere and providing a platform for students to express their musical prowess. The performances 

demonstrated the exceptional talent and dedication of the participants, showcasing their ability to connect with 

the audience through music. 
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Inter – Ship Singing Competition (November 18, 2023) 
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Inter – Ship Monologue Competition 

Date:November 23, 2023 

Objective: 
The primary objective of this competition was to provide students with a platform to express individual 

perspectives through the art of monologue. The competition aimed to encourage participants to delve into the 

depths of character portrayal, enhancing their expressive skills and fostering a love for theatrical arts. 

Description: 

An Inter-ship Monologue Competition, organized by the Theatre Club of St. Bede’s College on November 23, 

2023.The competition featured categories in both Hindi and English monologues, allowing students to choose 

the language that best suited their expressive capabilities. Saizal (BA Pass Course 1st Year) secured the 2nd 

position in the English monologue category, while Akriti Bhardwaj (BA Pass Course 2nd Year) achieved the 

2nd position in the Hindi monologue category. Both participants showcased exceptional talent and delivered 

captivating performances. 

Saizal's English monologue and Akriti Bhardwaj’s Hindi monologue were characterized by their ability to 

embody the characters and express nuanced emotions. The performances were marked by seamless execution 

and a deep understanding of the characters, reflecting the dedication and hard work put into their presentations. 

Outcomes: 

The Inter-Ship Monologue Competition proved to be a success in achieving its goals. The event provided a 

platform for students to explore the intricacies of individual character expression, enhancing their theatrical 

skills and fostering a sense of creativity. Saizal and Akriti Bhardwaj’s commendable performances not only 

secured positions but also contributed to the overall artistic ambiance of the competition. 

The competition, through the medium of monologue, encouraged self-expression, boosting participants' 

confidence and public speaking abilities. It further highlighted the diverse talents within the student community, 

promoting appreciation for the performing arts. 
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Inter-Ship Dance Competition 

Date:November 30, 2023 

Objective: 

The aim was to provide a platform for students to express the struggles and power of women through the art of 

dance. The chosen theme, "Women Empowerment," sought to inspire creative and expressive performances, 

fostering confidence among participants to showcase their talent on stage. 

Description: 

On the November 30, 2023 the Dance Society organized an inter-ship dance competition. The competition 

unfolded in two riveting categories: solo and group dance. Students, driven by the theme of women 

empowerment, composed dance routines that conveyed powerful narratives. The event became a canvas for 

artistic expression, encouraging participants to delve into the intricacies of the theme, showcasing both the 

challenges and triumphs of women. The performances were not only visually striking but also emotionally 

resonant, reflecting the dedication and creativity of the participants. 

Outcome: 

In the solo dance category, Praneeta Kamal, third-year BA Psychology Hons. student, clinched the first position 

with a captivating performance that artfully embodied the essence of women empowerment. In the group dance 

category, INS VIKAS secured a commendable third position, with a team comprising students from diverse 

academic backgrounds. 

The participants, including Tanvi Hetta, Sneha Khimta, Vidhi Luhach, Rakshita Chaturvedi, Gurmilan Monga, 

Angelina Tej, Sudiksha Mehta, Abhiramy Biju, and PicksyJanghu, collectively delivered spectacular 

performances that beautifully represented the competition's theme. 

In essence, the event succeeded in its objectives, providing a stage for students to express themselves, boosting 

confidence, and creating a memorable fusion of artistic expression and social awareness. The INS VIKAS 

Dance Competition left an indelible mark, showcasing the talent and commitment of its participants while 

spreading awareness about the pivotal theme of women empowerment. 
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Inter – Ship Dance Competition (November 30, 2023) 
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BhartiyaBhashaDiwas 

Date:December 11, 2023 

Objective: 

To celebrate and embrace the linguistic diversity of India. The event aimed to instill a sense of pride 

and unity among students by highlighting the rich cultural tapestry that different languages contribute 

to our nation. 

Description: 

Bhartiya Bhasha Diwaswas celebrated at St. Bede’s College, Shimla on December 11, 2023.  The aim 

of this event was toencompass a variety of activities to showcase the linguistic diversityof India. The 

event included a poster making competition, dance and musical performances, skits, musical plays, 

slogan writing competition, photography competition, book reviews, open mic sessions, NukkadNatak 

(street plays), and game stalls. 

Each ship, including INS Vikas, was assigned specific regions of India to represent their art and 

culture. INS Vikas focused on Northern India, with students beautifully representing Haryana, Punjab, 

and Himachal Pradesh. The representation of Haryana featured a student speaking in Haryanvi, 

providing insights into the culture and traditions of the state. The Punjab representation included 

information about famous places, and the portrayal of Himachal Pradesh involved a performance of 

Nati, a traditional folk dance. 

Outcomes: 

The Bhartiya Bhasha Diwas event successfully achieved its objectives by fostering a deep appreciation 

for the linguistic diversity of India. Students and teachers actively participated invarious activities, 

creating an atmosphere of celebration and learning. The event not only showcased the richness of 

different languages and cultures but also promoted a sense of unity and pride in India's pluralistic 

identity. 
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Bhartiya Bhasha Diwas (December 11, 2023) 

 

 

 

 


